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archival archival fondsfonds
record vs. document record vs. document 
records management & archival sciencerecords management & archival science
records records ‘‘lifecyclelifecycle’’
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1. The right for existence /a1. The right for existence /a

‘‘PublicPublic’’ materials =====materials ===== LibrariansLibrarians

‘‘PrivatePrivate’’ materials =====materials ===== ArchivistsArchivists



1. The right for existence /b1. The right for existence /b

Archivists/records  managers have the time Archivists/records  managers have the time 
perspectiveperspective

They are in charge with preservation and They are in charge with preservation and 
with destruction of recordswith destruction of records



1. The right for existence /c1. The right for existence /c

Archivists/records  managers assume that Archivists/records  managers assume that 
context is an  essential feature for records. context is an  essential feature for records. 
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2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /ais it of any good? /a

““The librarian is concernedThe librarian is concerned…… with discrete and indivisible with discrete and indivisible 
units, each of which has a significance of its own; the units, each of which has a significance of its own; the 
archivists deals with units that are aggregates or smaller archivists deals with units that are aggregates or smaller 
units that derive their significance, in large part or at units that derive their significance, in large part or at 
least, from their relation to one anotherleast, from their relation to one another……. . 

In evaluating materials produced by a governmental or In evaluating materials produced by a governmental or 
private body, the archivist does not approach his work private body, the archivist does not approach his work 
on a piecemeal basison a piecemeal basis……. He judges the value of an item . He judges the value of an item 
in relation with other items, that is, in relation to the in relation with other items, that is, in relation to the 
entire documentation of the activity that resulted in its entire documentation of the activity that resulted in its 
productionproduction””

T.R. Schellenberg



2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /bis it of any good? /b

ARCHIVAL CONTEXTARCHIVAL CONTEXT

anything outside the record that has significance anything outside the record that has significance 
for its meaning  for its meaning  

(L. (L. DurantiDuranti))



2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /cis it of any good? /c

Example 1:Example 1:

a stamped lettera stamped letter

the columns in payrollsthe columns in payrolls



2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /cis it of any good? /c

Example 1Example 1——Conclusion Conclusion 

Records need an juridicalRecords need an juridical--administrative context administrative context 



2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /cis it of any good? /c

Example 2:Example 2:

Romanian Cadastral Office odyssey Romanian Cadastral Office odyssey 

Education payrollsEducation payrolls



2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /cis it of any good? /c

Example 2Example 2——Conclusion Conclusion 

Records have a Records have a provenancialprovenancial contextcontext



2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /cis it of any good? /c

Example 3:Example 3:

the poverty of a local Councilthe poverty of a local Council

archivists and notariesarchivists and notaries



2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /cis it of any good? /c

Example 3Example 3——Conclusion Conclusion 

Records depends upon the procedural contextRecords depends upon the procedural context
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2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /cis it of any good? /c

Example 3Example 3——Conclusion Conclusion 

Records have a documentary contextRecords have a documentary context



2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /cis it of any good? /c

The bottom line of conclusions:The bottom line of conclusions:
JuridicalJuridical--administrative context administrative context = the legal and = the legal and 

organizational system in which the records creating body organizational system in which the records creating body 
belongs, which establishes the parameters within which the belongs, which establishes the parameters within which the 
capacity and authority to act of the creator occur. capacity and authority to act of the creator occur. 

ProvenancialProvenancial contextcontext = = the records creating body, its the records creating body, its 
mandate, structure and functions mandate, structure and functions 

Procedural contextProcedural context = the procedure in the course of which a = the procedure in the course of which a 
record is generatedrecord is generated

Documentary contextDocumentary context = the = the fondsfonds in which the record in which the record 
belongs and its internal structurebelongs and its internal structure

(L. Duranti)



2. Context2. Context——is it of any good? /dis it of any good? /d

JuridicalJuridical--administrative administrative 
context context 

ProvenancialProvenancial contextcontext

Procedural contextProcedural context

Documentary contextDocumentary context

The closer a context gets to the record, the more important it is to its meaning
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3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /aof context /a

Example 1: Example 1: EuropeanaEuropeana and archival hierarchyand archival hierarchy



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /bof context /b

Example 2. Example 2. FolksonomyFolksonomy



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /cof context /c

Example 3. Example 3. FolksonomyFolksonomy



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /dof context /d

Example 4: RetrievalExample 4: Retrieval



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /dof context /d

Example 4: RetrievalExample 4: Retrieval



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /dof context /d

Example 4: Need for structureExample 4: Need for structure



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /eof context /e

Example 5. UsabilityExample 5. Usability



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /eof context /e

Example 5. AuthenticityExample 5. Authenticity

Copies of the file X of FBI 
made by researcher John Doe

Copies of the file X of FBI 
made by FBI



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /fof context /f

Example 6: The Example 6: The ‘‘YESYES’’ ee--mailmail----usabilityusability
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3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /fof context /f

Example 6: The Example 6: The ‘‘YESYES’’ ee--mailmail



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /gof context /g

Example 7: technical needExample 7: technical need



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /hof context /h

Example 8: new technologiesExample 8: new technologies



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /hof context /h

Example 8: new technologiesExample 8: new technologies



3. 3. ‘‘DefenestrationDefenestration’’ of context /iof context /i

If one will throw the context out on the door, it will If one will throw the context out on the door, it will 
return on the window.return on the window.

CONLCLUSION:CONLCLUSION:
Also in digital world, context is essential for authenticity, Also in digital world, context is essential for authenticity, 

reliability, integrity and usability of records. reliability, integrity and usability of records. 
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4. If you do not foresee a context, 4. If you do not foresee a context, 
design it! /adesign it! /a

Also in digital environment,Also in digital environment,

RECORDS = RECORDS = data or information in a fixed form that is data or information in a fixed form that is 
created or received in the course of individual or created or received in the course of individual or 
institutional activity and set aside (preserved) as evidence institutional activity and set aside (preserved) as evidence 
of that activity for future reference.of that activity for future reference.

CONTEXTCONTEXT



4. If you do not foresee a context, 4. If you do not foresee a context, 
design it! /bdesign it! /b

Metadata: administrative, technical, preservationMetadata: administrative, technical, preservation

““in a networked, far reaching environment, where in a networked, far reaching environment, where 
therethere’’s no human intermediation to help the s no human intermediation to help the 
user, where there are needs to be able to connect user, where there are needs to be able to connect 
to other resources from different cultural to other resources from different cultural 
environments, a more comprehensive contextual environments, a more comprehensive contextual 
information is neededinformation is needed”” (St. (St. VitaliVitali))

CONTEXTCONTEXT



4. If you do not foresee a context, 4. If you do not foresee a context, 
design it! /cdesign it! /c

D. D. BearmanBearman, L. , L. DurantiDuranti::
Document the behaviour of the records systemDocument the behaviour of the records system

MoReqMoReq 2: Create the audit trail2: Create the audit trail

CONTEXTCONTEXT



4. If you do not foresee a context, 4. If you do not foresee a context, 
design it! /ddesign it! /d



4. If you do not foresee a context, 4. If you do not foresee a context, 
design it! /ddesign it! /d



To put myself in contextTo put myself in context……

bogdanpopovici@xnet.robogdanpopovici@xnet.ro
www.bogdanpopovici2008.wordpress.comwww.bogdanpopovici2008.wordpress.com

mailto:bogdanpopovici@xnet.ro
http://www.bogdanpopovici2008.wordpress.com/


OBRIGADO!OBRIGADO!
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